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Beck Center for the Arts is on a crusade to entertain audiences with “Monty Python’s Spamalot”

(Spam), running on the Mackey Main Stage now through August 18, 2013. The outrageous musical

comedy is “lovingly ripped off” from the cult classic motion picture, and is the winner of three Tony

Awards including Best Musical.

Stemming from the witty minds of Eric Idle (music/lyrics/book) and John Du Prez (music), Spam follows

the quest of King Arthur and the knights of the Round Table on their quest for the Holy Grail.
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“It is every Monty Python fan's dream to be able to direct this show,” commented Director Scott

Spence, “and makes all of those years watching Monty Python every Friday night on PBS so

worthwhile.” What are audience members in for? Killer rabbits, a guy with gas, cows dropping from

the sky and knights who say “NEE!”

The production is not just for Monty Python die-hards, though. Eric Idle fan or not, the musical version

of Spam, which is hilariously directed by Scott Spence, will leave you chortling. According to

Technical Director Joseph Carmola, the show has “21st century puppetry” and is “a classic tale of self

purpose”.

The cast is an army of entertainment. Dougfred Miller is the fearless leader, playing King Arthur as a

steady guide on the quest. Brian Altman, Matthew Ryan Thompson and Mark Heffernan play

various characters in the story, always finding the punch line in blatantly hilarious ways. Special victory

flags are waved for Pat Miller’s endearingly fun portrayal of constant companion Patsy, Jessica L.

Cope’s brazenly sung depiction of The Lady of the Lake, and to Eric Thomas Fancher (Dennis

Galahad, etc.) for finishing the curtain call on opening night with a “flesh wound” to the head – he’s

not dead yet!

All aspects of this production are well-done. Musical Director Larry Goodpaster’s orchestra is on

target not just “Twice in Every Show”, but through the whole rocking score. Martín Céspedes can

“Look on the Bright Side of Life”, as his choreography is full of bouncy, positive chaos in an engaging,

Broadway-bound kind of way. Trad A. Burns provides multiple locales with his scenic and lighting

designs, transporting us to Camelot, France and Lakewood, among other exotic places. Carlton

Guc’s sound design leaves nothing out of the mix. Aimee Kluiber’s costumes seem to number in the

hundreds on this large cast – kudos for making every grail-seeker look fabulous!

To wrap up, don’t miss “Spamalot” at the Beck Center – you may just “Find Your Grail” while there!

Tickets are available online at beckcenter.org, or by calling Customer Services at 216-521-2540, ext.

10. Beck Center for the Arts is located at 17801 Detroit Avenue in Lakewood. Free onsite parking is

available.
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Do you have a Cleveland performing arts story? Contact Kate Miller at

KateMillerExaminer@yahoo.com. Please introduce yourself before forwarding your release or

launching your pitch.
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